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Graphics Archaeology Group: Newsletter update
GAG Exhibition 2016

GAG’s new exhibition panels at the CIfA Conference in Cardiff 2015

The GAG Exhibition will once more be on show at the CIfA Conference in April. There
is the opportunity for MCIfA members who wish to exhibit their work to take part - this
year we hope to include a catalogue of the work on show in delegate’s information
packs.
Please get in touch directly with exhibition organisers to find out how to submit
examples of your work and an entry for the catalogue; this will be a brief biographical
note about the illustrator or surveyor and a short resume of the sort of work
undertaken.
This is an opportunity to display your work to the archaeological profession, but
please note that we will need entries soon, and the deadline for submission is
therefore Friday 26 February 2016.
Please contact Lesley Collett for more details: lcollettgraphics@gmail.com

Standards and guidance
We are planning a meeting in June to discuss a Standards and Guidance document
for archaeological illustration and survey. The meeting will involve those responsible
for the commissioning of archaeological graphics, as well as many practitioners as
possible, from a range of fields. We hope to come to some decisions about what the
Standards and Guidance should include, and how we should go about producing
them.
Other archaeological groups within CIfA have already produced Standards &
Guidance documents which can be viewed on the CIfA website and will give some
idea of what we need to think about.
If you are interested in taking part in discussions, please contact Laura Templeton,
GAG Chair, via groups@archaeologists.net

GAG committee
For some years now a few stalwart members have given up their time and energy
voluntarily to help run the Group on behalf of all other members.
We would greatly welcome some new faces on the committee and new ideas,
as several have had to stand down or reduce their activity recently.
Please consider standing for election to the GAG Committee in order to continue its
work with CIfA: election papers will be circulated shortly.
For further details about the posts please contact Lianne from CIfA
at groups@archaeologists.net

Newsletter items
Don't forget that we are always looking for articles on interesting projects and developments
in the graphics field.
If you are working on something fascinating, or have some new techniques to share, or have
a publication or event to publicise, please let us know about it.
Please send contributions to groups@archaeologists.net.
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